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To-IDENTIFICATION SPACES AND R 1 SPACES 

By CharIes Dorsett 

1. Introduction 

The R1 axiom was introduced in 1961 by A. S. Davis [1]. In 1975 W iIliam 

Dunham [2] further investigated the R1 axiom and proved that R1 spaces, 

which are weaker than T 2 and regular spaces, preserve many of the properties 

of T 2 and regular spaces. In this paper T o-identification spaces are further 

investigated, induced maps are introduced and investigated, and the results 

are used to obtain additional properties of R1 spaces. 

Listed below are definitions and theorems that wi1l be uti1ized in this paper. 

DEFINITION 1.1. A space (X, T) is R1 iff for x, yεX such thatτ상 # 얘 }, 

there exist disjoint open sets U and V such that {"조}CU and 1고} ζV [1]. 

THEOREM 1. 1. A space (X, T) is T 2 z!J U is T 1 and R1 [1]. 

DEFINITION 1. 2. Let R be the equivalence relation on the space (X, T) defined 

by xRy iff T김 = 감J. Then the T o-ident힘catz"on space of (X, Y) is (.YO' Q(T)), 

where X o is the set of equivalence classes of R and Q(T) is the decomposition 

topology on X o' which is T o. Let Px: (X, T) • (Xo' Q(T)) be the natural map. 

[3] • 

THEOREM 1. 2. A space(X, T)z-s R 1 z!J (Xo,Q(T)) z-s T 2 [2]. 

THEOREM 1. 3. If (X, T) is locally compact Rl' then (X, T) is comPletely regμlar 

[2] 

2. To-identification spaces and induced maps 

THEOREM 2. 1. T he natκral ηzap Px: (X, T) • (Xo,Q(T)) is continuous, closed, 

open, onto, P강 (Px(O)) =0 Jor all 0εT， P강(Fr(ι7))=Fr(P강(ι7)) Jor all ι7 
εQ(T)， and p~l('6') is compact or connected z!J '6' 상 compact or connected, 

respectively. 

PROOF. For each zEX, let Cz. be the equivalence cIass of R containing z.‘ 
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Let 0εT and let Xεp~\px(O)). Then there exists yεo such that Cx=Cy· 

Thus T꾀 =τ고} and 0εT such that yEO, which implies xEO. Hence, 

p~I(PX(O))CO， which implies O=P강(P x(O)). If OET, then p~l(p x(O)) = 

‘0εT， which implies Px(O)εQ(T) and P x is open. If C is cIosed, then P x(C) = 

x。\Px(X\C) ， which is cIosed, which implies P x is cIosed. Since P x is cIcsed 

and p~l(p x(C)) =C for aII cIosed subsets C of X , then P강(ι7)=P강 (칸 for 

aII tJεQ(T). If tJεQ(T)， then P강(꺼UFr(P강(tJ))=P강(tJ)UP강(Fr(tJ))， 

which implies Fr(p~l(tJ)) =P강(Fr(tJ)). Since P x is continuous, onto, and 

P강(Px(O))=O fo1' aII OET, then p~I('G') is compact iff 'G' is compact and 

since P x is continuous, onto, cIosed, and p~l(p xCC)) =C fo1' aII cIosed 

subsets C of X , then p~I('G') is connected iff 'G' is connected. 

THEOREM 2.2. If f is a conUnuoμs f，μnctioχ from the space (X, T) 0ηto the 

space CY, S) , tlzeχ the relation f*= {(C", C!(,,)) IC"εX o} is a continuous f，μnction 

from (X 0' QCT)) onto (Yα QCS)). 

PROOF. Let C",' C"，εXo such that Cx, =Cx,. Then C!(x,) = C!(x,) , for suppose not. 

Then 띤젠T낯단뀔)}， which implies !(X1)풍띤뀔} 0 1' f(x2)졸 {f(뀔}， say 

f(x1)졸 띤깡}. Then fCX1)εY\깐찢1} , x1εf-1CY\감펴가)εT， and Xz종 
f-1CY\ {f(젠})· Since CXl=Cxe’ 

then {패= 퍼 and since X1εf-1CY\ {f쩌)})εT， 
then x2ef-1(Y\깐랫까)， which is a contradiction. Hence f* is a function. 

Since f is onto, then f* is onto and since P x is open, f and P y are continuous, 

and U*)-I(tJ)=PXU-1Cp;l(tJ))) for aII tJεQCS)， then f츄 is continuous. 

DEFINITION 2. 1. If f is a continuous function from a space CX, T) onto a 
'space (y, S) , then the function f용 : CXo' Q(T))• (Yo' Q(S)) defined by f*(Cx) = 

‘C!(x) is the z"ndκced ηzap from CX Ü' Q(T)) onto (Yo' Q(S)) determinded by!. 

THEOREM 2.3. Let f be a continuous function from (X, T) onto (Y, S). If f is 

.open (closed) , then f용 is open Cclosed). 
• 

PROOF. Suppose f is open. Since Py and f are open, then f*( tJ) = 

.pyU(p~l(tJ)))EQ(S) for aII tJEQ(T), which implies f* is open. 
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Suppose 1 is closed. Since Py and f are closed, then f작'6') =Py(f(P강('6')); 
ds closed for all closed subsets '6' of Xo' which implies 1* is closed. 

The converse of Theorem 2.3 is false even if 1 is 1-1. 

3. Rtspaces 

THEOREM 3. 1. A space (X, T) is T 2 修 (X, T) is R1 a12d eνery toþology 012 X 

lineγ than T is R1• 

PROOF. Suppose (X , T) is T 2• Then every topology on X finer than T is T 2 

and sin.ce every T 2 space is R1' then (X, T) is R1 and every topology on X 

finer than T is Rl· 

Conversely, sU~:)OSc (X, T) is R1 and every topology on X finer than T is 

R1• Then (X, T) is T 1' for suppose not. Then there exists xεX such that {긋T 

"", {x}. Let S=TU{OU{x} IOET}. Then S is a topology on X and TCS , which 

implies (X, S) is Rr Let y be a point in the T-closure of {x} such that x""'y. 

Then x， yεX such that 다간x， S) "'"다} (x, s)' which implies there exist U, VES 

such that f감(x， S)ζU， {y}(X， S)ζV， and unV=çb. Since VεS and xEEV, then 

VεT. Thus there exists VεT such that yεV and xEEV, which contradicts yε 

갑} (x , T)" Hence, (X , T) is R1 and T l' which imp1ies (X , T) is T 2. 

THEOREM 3.2. Let (X, T) be comþact R1 and le! xε=X. T Jzen tlze comþoncχt Ax 

<01 X containing x εqltals tlic qzcasicon껴0%cxt Ex of X C0%taz·7%.%g x. 

PROOF. Since (X, T) is compact R1' then (Xo' Q(T)) is compact Tι· Lct ‘￠ 

:and $c. den.ote thc corr.pon.ent an.d quasiccrr.pon.ent of X 0 co r: tairirg C x 

respectively. Then ‘￠Cx 二 !Jff c: Since {C7CX c I C "EC7 and c7 is ch,ed o)cn 

jn X o} =: {Px(O) Ixεo ar.d 0 is closed open in X} , thcn $c, = n {P x(O) I xεo an.c1 

,0 is closed open in X} =P x(n {OCX IxEO arrd 0 is closed open in X)) =: 

Px(B) and since !Jffc, is connected and Bx is clo8ed, then Bx=:작1(ECt) ， which 

:is connected. Hence BxCAx' which imp1ies Bx=Ax. 

THEOREM 3.3. Let (X, T) be comþact R1' let D be a closed suù"ci 0/ X , lct C 

be a comþonent 01 D, and le! U be oþen such that CCU. T 1zcn thcre cxists an 
‘open set V such that Cc二VCU and Fr(V}nD=ø. 

PROOF. Since Px(D) is a closed subset of the compact T 2 space (X(;, Q(T)) , 
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PxCC) is a component of PxCD), and PxCU) is open in X o such that PxCC} 

CPxCU) , then there exists an open set r in X o such that PxCC)CγCPxCU) 

and Frcr)npxCD)=Ø. Thus P강Cr) is open in X , CCP강cr)CU， and 

FrCP강(γ))nD=p강CFrcr))nD=ø. 

The next two theorems can be proven by an argument similar to that for 

Theorem 3. 3. 

THEOREM 3.4. 11 CX, T) z's compact connected Rl aηd C Z"S a component 01 G, 

where GεT and G도X， tlzen CnFrCG) r" Ø. 

THEOREM 3.5. 11 CX, T) z"s compact coηnected Rl and C Z"S a proper closed 

connected sμbset 01 X , tlze 

t떠ha따t C투K도X. 

THEOREM 3.6. Let (X, T) be locally compact Rl' let D be a closed subset 01 X 

wz"tlz compact component C, and let UET such that CcU. Then there exz"sts VET 

suclz t1wf V Z"S compact, CCVCVCU, and Fr(V) nD=ø. 

PROOF. By Theorem 1. 3 (X, T) is regular. For each xεC， let W"εT such 

that W x is compact and xεW"CW"CU. Then {W"} ，，εc is an open cover of C 

and there exists a finite s뼈ver {W"폐ponent of Dny, which is a closed subset of the compact Rl space (Y, T y) , 

and Cε 섣l WxtεT Y' Thus by Theorem 3.3, there exists VET y such that 

CCVC U ßζ and Fr_JV) n(DnY) =ø. Then CCVεT， F 
i=l .. , Y 

lS compact, and 

Fr(V)nD=ø. 

THEOREM 3.7. Let (X, T) be R l' let A be a closed compact sμbset 01 X , let C 

be a component 01 A , and let UεT such that CCU. Then there exz"sts WET such 

that CCWCU and Fr(W)nA=ø. 

PROOF. Since A is a closed subset of the compact Rl space (A, T A)' C is a 

component of A , and CCUnAεT A' then by Theorem 3.3, there exists VεTA 
such that CCVCUnA and FrA(V) nA=ø. Then V is closed open in A and 

v=onA, where 0εT and 0ζU. If Fr(O) nA=çb, then 0εT such that CcO 

ζU and Fr(O)nA=ø. Thus consider the case that Fr(O)nAré q). IfxεFr(O)nA， 
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then x줄V and since (X, T) is R 1 and V is c10sed compact, then there 

exists 0"εT such that xε0"ζ다CX\V. For each xεFr(O)nA， let 0"εT such 

that xεOxC:0xC=X\V. Then {0x1"εFr(0)nA is an open cover of Fr(0)nA and 

there exists a finite subcover (O찌};=l' Let W=O\jlO511. Then CIWζU 
and Fr(W)nA=ø. 

THEOREM 3.8. 11 Uø, Q) Z"S an 째'per semz"-continuous decomposzïz"on 01 a locally 

compact RI space (X, T) z'nto closed subsets 01 X wz"th compact componeκts， 

$= {C/C is a co때onent 01 D, De!lð}, and Ql z"s the decoηzposz"tz"on topology on 

쫓， t!zen (쫓" Ql) is a1Z upper seηzz"contz"nu.ous d ecoηzposz'tion 01 x. 
PROOF. Let Cε$ and let UεT such that CζU. Then there exists Dε2 

such that C is a component of D. By Theo1'em 3.6, the1'e exists VeT such 

that CζVζU and F1' (V)nD=Ø. Then Dε!lð and X\Fr(V)εT such that Dε 

X\Fr(V) , which implies there exists WεT such that DCWCX\ Fr(V) and such 

that if DIεfØ and Dlnw~ø， then D1CX\ Fr(V). Then vnwεT such that 

ccVnWcu and such that if BIε$ and Bln (Vnw)~ø， then B1ζVCU. 
Hence, (쫓" QI) is an upper semi-continuous decomposition of (X, T). 

The next theo1'em fo l1ows f1'om Theorem 3.7 and an a1'gument simila1' to 

that fo1' Theo1'em 3.8. 

THEOREM 3.9. 11 (fØ, Q) is an upper semz"continuoκs decompositz"on 01 an RI 

space (X, T) into closed compact sχbset 01 x , $= {C/G is a co빼onent 01 D, 

DεfØ}， and QI is the decomposition topology 01Z 종， tlzen (종， Ql) is an upper 

seηzicontz"nuous decomposz'tz"on 01 (X, T). 

4. Continuous images of Rl spaces 

Example 13.9 (b) in Wi11a1'd’ s book [3] show that if 1 is a continuous open 

function from a RI space (X, T) onto a space (y, S) such that 1-1
(y) is c10sed 

compact fo1' al1 yεY， then (Y, S) need not be R1• 

THEOREM 4. 1. 11 1 z's a contz"nuous open lunctz"on Irom (X, T) onto (Y S) , t!zen 

(Y, S) is R 1 ill {(x1, X2) I {f(뭔가 = {f강짜} is a closed subset 01 XxX. 

PROOF. Suppose (y, S) is R1• Then 1* is a continuous function from (Xo' 

Q(T)) onto the T 2 space (Yα Q(S)) , which implies '6'= {(C"" C,,) I I*(C,,) =1* 
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낀)} is closed in XoXXo• Since '?f is closed in XoXXo' then {(x l' X2) 

ff(칸가 =깐뀔기 } is closed in XxX. 

Conversely, suppose {(x l' xz) I 깐파까= 仔뀔가 } is a closed subset o[ X χ X. 

Then '?f= {CC
X1

' C
X

) \f*CCx ) =f*CCx)} is closed in XoXXo and si I:ce f* is a 

continuous open function from CXo, QCT)) onto CYo, Q(S)) snch that 장 IS 

closed in XoXXo' then CYo, QCS)) is Tz, which implies CY , S) is Rl' 

Example 13.9 Ca) of Willard’ s book [3] shows that the continuous closed 

image of an R1 space need not be R1• 

THEOREM 4.2. If f is a contiηuoμs closed func tz'on .f:γom aη Rl spαcc (X , T) 

o;z:o a space (Y , S) sμch that f-1(y) z.s compact for all yEY, tlzC!2 (Y, S) z"s Rl' 

PROOF. Let g= {f-1(y) lyεY} and let Q be the decomposition topology Oi1 

!Ø. Then (!Ø, Q) is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of X into compact 

sets. Let P be a natural map from CX, T) onto (!Ø, Q). Let C1, C2ε!Ø slich 

that 따부 {Cz}. Then C1숭다r or Cz종{덴， say C1$다. Let xεC1 . If YεCz’ 
then TX} # { y } and there exist disjoint open sets U and Vy such that xεUy y y 

and yεvy· For each yεCz， let U y and V y 
be disjoint open sets such that xεUy 

and yεVy' Then {vy} yεc， is an open cover of Cz and there exists a finite 

subcover {V y재'=1' Thus 

n n n n 
xε 낌Fy‘εT， CzC 섣lVytET， and 띤1uy)n(섣1Vyt)= ￠. 

For each xεCl' let Ux and V x be disjoint open sets such that x드U~ and CzC 

Vx· Then {Ux}xεc1 is an open cover of C1 and there exists a finite subcover 

{U써따. Thus, 
m m 

C1 C섣1U%，=U1ET， Czζ낀1Vxt=U2εT， and u1nuZ=rþ. 

Then C1E 2Y1 = {DE!Ø \DCU1} εQ， Czε2Y2= {Dε!Ø \DCU2} εQ， and 2Y1n~2 

=rþ. If zεCl' then zεP- 1 C2Y1)ET， which implie.:: {zfCp-1(~1)' and since P 

is closed, then {C1} CP(힘)C~l' By a similar argument, {텅C~2' Hence, 

C!Ø, Q) is R l' which implies CY, S) is R1• 

THEOREM 4.3. Jf f z.s a con tz"nuous closed func tz'on from an R1 space CX, T) 

Otto a space (Y, S) SZtck tkat f-l(y) ts closed compact for all y드Y， tlzen (y, S) 
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z.s T 2• 

PROOF. Let !Ø = {f-1(y) IyεY} and let Q be the decomposition topology on 

!Ø. Then (!Ø, Q) is an R1 upper semicontinuous decomposition of X into closed 

sets. If Cl' C2든!Ø such that C1낯C2’ then C1ε1V={Dε!Ø IDζX\C2}εQ and C2 

줄1V， which implies (9, Q) is T 1• Hence, (!Ø, Q) is T 2’ 
which implies (y, S) is 

T 2• 

THEOREM 4.4. I/ / is a contz"nuous /iχnctz"on /rom a compact R 1 space (X. T) 

onto a T 0 space (Y, S). the:χ (Y. S) z.s T 2 z!/ / z.s closed. 

PROOF. Suppose / is closed. If 0εS， yEO， and y=/(x) , then xε/-\0)ε 
T , which implies f꾀ζ/-1(0) and 1고}ζ/(다7)ζO. If yεy， then 감1 = {y}. 

for suppose not. Then there exists yεY such that {y} 도 f카. Let zE{꾀\ {y}. 

Since (Y, S) is T 0' then yE;l: f감. ThusyεY\f감εS， which implies 다TζY\ {z}. 

which is a contradiction. Hence, (y, S) is T 1 and /-1(y) is compact closed for 

all yεy， which implies (Y, S) is T 2' 

The straightforward proof of the converse is omitted. 

THEORE l\I 4.5. I/ / is a con tz"nuous closed open /unc tz"on /rom a regular space 

(X, T) onto a space (Y, S) , then (Y, S) is Rl' 

PROOF. Since / is continuous close c1 open, then f츄 is continuous closed open; 

since (X, T) is regular, then (X, T) is Rl &nd (Xo' Q(T)) is T 2; and since (XÜ' 

Q(T)) is an upper semi-continuous decomposition of the regular space (X, T) 

into compact sets, then (Xo' Q(T)) is regular. Thus /* is a continuous closed 

opcn f unction f rom the T 3 space (Xα Q(T)) onto (Yo' Q(S)), which implies 

(Y 0' Q(S)) is T 2' Hence, (Y, S) is R 1• 

THEORE l\1 4.6. 11 f is a contùzuous closed func tz"on from a compact R1 space 

(X , T) oizlo a T 0 space (Y, S) , tlzeη f=golz , where lz is monotone and g is light. 

PROOF. By Theorem 4.4. (Y, S) is T 2• Let !Ø =U-1(y)lyεY} ， let Q be the 

dccomposition topology on !!iJ, let 쫓= {CIC is a component of D, Dε!!iJ}. and 

let Ql be the decomposition top이ogy on;$. By Theorem 3.9 (;$, Ql) is an 

uppcr semi-continuous decomposition of X. Let h be the natural map from (X, 

T) onto (;$, Ql)' Then h is closed monotone and by Theorem 4.3 (;$, Q1) is 

compact T 2' Let g: (쫓， Ql)• (y, S) defined by g(C) = y iff C is a component 
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of f-l(y). Since h-1 (g-l(o))=f-\O)εT for a lI 0εS， then g is continuous. 

Let yεY， let C1르g-1(y)， and Iet C2εg-1(y) such that C2#C1· Then there 

exist disjoint open sets U1 and U2 such that C1ζU1 and C2ζU 2' By Theorem 

3. 3 there exists VgT such that ClC:vc=Ul and Fr(V) 「1 f-1 (y) = ￠. Then Clε 
r=g-l(y)n {Cε，? ICCV} =g-l(y)nh(V), which is closed open in g-l(y) , and 

C2풍찢• Thus the component of g -l(y) containing C1 is {C1}. Hence, g -l(y) 

is totaIly disconnected for each yEY, which implies g is light. 
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